
 

 

 

VIGNOBLES HUBERT 

The « Vignobles Hubert » include two estates with well-marked identities. Château Pey-

Bonhomme Les Tours and Château La Grolet. Pey-Bonhomme is in the familly since 1895 and La 

Grolet for twenty years.   

The entrance of La Grolet in the family Hubert was the start for a radical change , the two 

domains have been converted  in the Biodynamic way which now helping to reveal this two beautiful 

terroirs.  

Pey-Bonhomme (60Ha) is  openwide on the estuary , we feel this openness on the wine 

which we can qualificate as a solar wine. The chalky soil bring minerality. The planted black grape 

varieties are Merlot (70%), Cabernet Franc (20%) and Malbec. 

 Peybonhomme has an historical white’s terroir which has been forgotten. But in 2006 

Sauvignon and Semillon (half and half) has been plant and marked the start of a beautiful rebirth. The 

result is a very delicate wine straight and mineral. The varietal aromas are discreet but the 

indigenous yeast produce subtles fermentary aromas like citrus and exotic fruits.  In its Burgundy 

bottle it’s definitely not a typical Bordeaux wine! 

La Grolet, smaller (30ha) is more close on itself but we can feel a deep soul. Also there is a 

lush wildlife (Grassland, wetland and forest). Only black varieties (Merlot 70%, Cabernet Sauvignon 

15%, Cabernet Franc and Malbec). The soil is a crossing of multiple earth formations (Graves, 

Limestone) that bring complexity and deep at this wine.  

Now the fifth generation sister and brother are working together and continue the quest of 

purity and quality by many experiments. (Amphoras, planting new varieties, soft ploughing…). They 

take care of the soil and the environment to be sure than the vines give the best of themselves. 

 But all the enthusiast are agree to say that fineness, purity and persistently are the mains 

characteristic of the vignobles Hubert’s wines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


